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8jýPower. Buildi Hlg
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY i:> ... : :

CHATTA•OOGA. TENN•ESSEE'37401 -

M.- - er Norman. C Mosley . .. . ,ir c o .. " , -. '.,,. . :,. . ..

-Off i Inspedi and Enfo ""eme ". " :. : .'.

Region-IO Suite- 121-
230 P~eachtreeý Streetý, NW- ..

Atlanita, Gerga '30303"-i

Dear Mr.Mosley':

WATTS- N#CLE ' A' ' " ' "" - " PLANT -' ":REPORTABLE DEFICIENC " STEEL
AND IRON. WOKO HNED'OR "RELOCATION' OFk 7PIE'CE. -MARKS AND MATERIAL"

IDNUMBERS. WITHOUT MDOUMETTION AND'DSRPNCE EWE WELDER.
ID N PECE AN FARIATIONITRAVELERS

The: subject deficiency was initially repored to ,Regidon. .. .
I-1 anspecbtor' V. L.ý :Brownlee. on September 20, 1976, in accordance
with Section 10 CF•R.50.55(e) 'Interim reports. ere'fttazism -ed.
October I22 1976,-December 22' 1976, and April 18,.: 1977. E-=neXlose
is oudr 'final: r`eport oný this -defikciencdy'.

K'...very trully yus,

'~ \

.i': :

. .. . ,. " . Gilleland
-. Assis~tant MMAnger of P.ower..,

Enclosu~re
cc.: Dr .. -Ernist volgenau, Director (Enclosire) .,

Off idceodf I.ispection and& Enforceimiont.
" ." US.,Nuclear .Reg•r•lY, C•omisaion -

W. hi ngton ,,DC 20555

-o

AnEual Opportunity Empoloyer
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FINAL REPORT
WATTS BAR. NUCLEAR PLANT

REPORTABLE DEFICIENýCY
BRISTOL STEEL &ND IRON WOxKS (BSIW)

TC;iNE OR RELOCATION OF PIECE MAMRS AND I\ATERIAL ID NUMBERS WITHOUT
DOCUMENIkTION AND DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN WELDER ID ON PIECES AVND
FABRICATI ON AVE LE R

Description of Deficiency

On September 16, 1976, TVA wrote nonconformance report (NCR) 64 noting that
for some of the work on TVA contract 74C54-35879 with BSIW, listed on
attachment B to the NCR, piece marks and material TD numbers had been
changed or relocated without documentation and welders' ID's stenciled on
various pieces did not agree with the ID's recorded on the fabrication
travelers. The specific nonconformance description in NCR 64 is as follows:

During routine inprocess inspection on September 11, 1976, through
September 16, 197ý, it was noted that:

1. Piece marks had been changed on various components with no documentation
explaining the change.

2. in some instances, ID numbers of material had been changed or relocated
without documentation explaining the change.

Specifically, in items 1 and 2 above, the piece mark or ID number
change had been accomplished by peening or grinding out the mark" and
restenciling with steel stamps. In some cases former marks were
evidenced; in others they were completely ground or peened out.

3. Welder ID's stenciled on various piece marks did not agree with welder
ID's recorded on the travelers.

The above is in violation of- paragraph 8 and 17 to Appendix A to TTA
Specification 2274 (for contzact 74C54-85879).

Analysis of Safety Implication

It has been determined that adequate quality assurance records ex:ist for all
components fabricated under the contract referenced in NCR 64-TVA. Therefore,
if the nonconformance had gone undiscovered, it would not have adversely
affected the safety of the plant. Therefore, the nonconformance no longer
constitutes a reportable condition.
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Corrective Action-. Taen

On October 25, 1976, BSiW wrote NCR 71 to documnC-t visual inspectioa of all

asseiablies in fabrication to ascertain similar instances of undocumented

changes as reported to NCR 64 of September 36., 1976. BSIW proposed that any

undocu1eneted cases which may exist and were not covered by these tw,;o NCR's

would be handled by a discrepancy report, approved by the TVA resident

inspector provided: (i) they were of a nature similar to those covered by

two NCR's, and (2) it could be shown that they occurred prior to approval

of NCIR 71. BS1W also proposed that future changes in piece marks or other

.stenciled markings would be handled in accordance ý.,ith written inStrLCtions

given to all production, QC, and QA personnel working on contract 74C54-

85379. These instructions were as follows:

1. If a piece of material was stenciled incorrectly, the correction was

to be documen-ted. The documentation could be a notation on the

fa'brication traveler or route sheet, initialed and dated by both

a production supervisor and a QC inspector. ,hncre irL the opini-oa

of the QC inspector an explanation was needed because the (orrection

was more than a simple error correction, the correction was to be

documented on a discrepancy report.

2. All errors were to be reported to a QC inspector when, they wcrc found

and were to either be inmwediately correctecd (in-cudi.•.n documeLtation

of the correction) or the affected piece was to be placed on hold

until the error was corrected or otherwise resolved.

3. All transfers of stenciled markings on a piece wý.ere to be documented.

The documnent-ation was to be a notation- on tne fabrication travelcr or

route sheet, initialed, and dated by a QC inspector to verify correct

transfer.

Thiss proposed corrective action given on NCR 71 satisfi•.d the correc-ive

actions required of the contractor as a result of N'-',,,MR1 64. Continue.d

monitoring in this area has been coa.ucted - )y 3,_ since September 16,

1976, until the completion of fabrication. As evidence of this coti"nual

monitoring it is noted that on 1,•ay 20, 1-977, "BSI•I- documented on a dit-

crepancy report, and subsecqunnr-,ly by Nýc. on June 7, 1977, that ... ,L ;.,I

identification (ID) and QC sign-fts ware not recordied on unero.-

for four pieces. However, tne material ID Was found to be recorded on tLe

fabrication traveler for these pieces. Tihus, the material iD for these

four pieces was verified. All fabrication on this contract is comopiete

and no other instances of undocumented changes affecting material ID

numbers or welders' ID numbers have been reported by NCR.

Su.mmary

1. It is concluded that the contractor- has successfully implenented au.

cor recti-ve aaction -comitted to as a result of this reportable dtaficieLcy.
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2. It is further concluded that BSTýW has demonstrated to the satiaction
of the TVA Chief, Quality Engineering Branch, formerly TVA Chief Naterials
Engineer, that incorrect or defective materials, parts, and components
have not been used. This assurance is in the form of records supporting.
the fabrication.

3. Shipment of all contract items has been completed.
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830 Power Building

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37401

August 5, 1977

Mr. Norman C. Moseley, Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co ission
Region II - Suite 1217
230 Peachtree Street, NW.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dear Mr. Moseley:

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT - REPORTABLE DEFICIENCY - BRISTOL STEEL
AND IRON WORKS - CHANGED OR RELOCATION OF PIECE MARKS AND MATERIAL
ID NUMBERS WITHOUT DOCUMENTATION AND DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN WELDER
ID ON PIECES AND FABRICATION TRAVELERS

The subject deficiency was initially reported to Region II,
inspector V. L. Brownlee, on September 20, 1976, in accordance
with Section 10 CFR 50.55(e).. Interim reports were transmitted on
October 22, 1976, December 22, 1976, and April 18, 1977. Enclosed
is our final report on this deficiency.

Very truly yours,

Gilleland
Assistant Manager of Power

Enclosure
cc: Dr. Ernst Volgenau, Director (Enclosure)

Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

6v
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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FINAL REPORT
SWATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

REORTABLE DEF!CILl' CY
BRdISTOL STEEL A&D IRON WORKS (BSIW)

CHAuNCE OR RELOCATION OF PIECE MiARKS A-ND NMiTERIAL ID NXIiBERS WITHOUT
DOCUN-T•N'•fTION AND DISCREPANCIES BEI.WEEN •ELDER iD ON PIECES AND
FABRICATION TMEPELER

Description of Deficiency

On September 16, 1976, TVA wrote nonconformance report (NCR) 64 noting that
for some of the work on TVA contract 74C54-35879 with BSI1W, listed on
attachment B to the NCR, piece marks And material ID numbers had been
changed or relocated without documentation and welders' ID's stenciled or.
various pieces did not agree with the ID's recorded on the fabrication
travelers. The specific nonconformance description in NCR 64 is as follows:

During routine inprocess inspection on September 11, 1976, through
Septeiaber 16, 1976, it was noted that:

1. Piece marks had been changed on various components with no dorumen'tation
explaining the change.

2. in some instances, ID numbers of material had been changed or relocated
without documentation explaining the change.

Specifically, in items 1 and 2 above, the piece mark or ID number
change had been accomplished by peening or grinding out the mar],s ancl
restenciling with steel stamps. In some cases former marks were
evidenced; in others they were completely ground or peened out.

3. Welder ID's stenciled on various piece marks did not agree with welder
ID's recorded on the travelers.

The above is in violation of paragraph 8 and 17 to Appendix A to TVA
Specification 2274 (for contract 74C54-85879).

Analysis of Safety Implication

It has been determined that adequate quality assurance records exist for all
components fabricated under the contract referenced in NCR 64-TVA. Therefore,
if the nonconformance had gone undiscovered, it would not have adversely
affected the safety of the plant. Therefore, the nonconformance no longer
constitutes a reportable condition.
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Corr:--ctive Action Taken

On October 25, 1976, BSUW wrote NCR 71 to docu-ment visual insjeccLion of all

assa:;iblies in fabrication to ascertain simiiar instances of undocumented

changes as reported to NOR 64 of Septen~ber 16, 1976. BSIW proposed that any

undocumented cases which may exist and were not covered'by these tio:0 NCR's

tuould be handled by a discrepancy report, approvecd by the TVA resident

inspector provided: (1) they were of a nature similar to those covere-d by

the two NCR's, and (2) it could be sho-;n that they occurred prior to approval

of NCR 71. BSIW also proposed that future changes in piece marks or other

stenciled markings would be handled in accordance wit, h written instructions

given to all procduction, QC, and QA personnel working on contract 74C54-

85S79. These instructions ;.?ere as follows:

.. If a piece of rmaterial. was stenciled incorrectly, the correction was

to be documented. The documentation could be a notation or- the

fabrication traveler or route sheet, initialed and dated by both

a production supervisor and a QC inspector. Vrhcre in the opiniou

of the QC inspector an explanation was needed because the correc:-.ion

.-as more than a simple error correction, the correction was to bc

documented on a discrepancy report.

2. All errors were to be reported to a QC inspector w.hen they 2<-:c found

and were to either be in-nediately corrected (includJn.g, docume;t;tion

of the correction) or the affected piece vas to be placed on hold

until the error was corrected or otherwise resolved.

3. All transfers of stenciled markings on a piece were to be documented.

lae docunentation was to be a notation on the fabrication traveclr or

route sheet, initialed, and dated by a QC inspector to verify correct

trans fer.

This proposed corrective action given on NCP. 71 satisfied the cor:-ucLive

actions required of the contractor as a result of NCR 64. Continued

mnonitoring in this area has been conducted by BSIW since S1ptreber i6,

1976, until the completion of fabrication. As evidence of this continual

i-onitoring it is noted that on 1.ay 20, 1)77, BSIW documenited on a dit-

crcpancy report, and stbsequantly by NCR on iT•une 7, 3.977, tiat:i;ii

identification (ID) and QC signoffs ware not recorded on 0 he --1 7,t : L Z

for four pieces. However, the material ID vas found to be recorded on the

fabrication traveler for: these pieces. nhus, the material ID for these

four pieces was verified. All fabrication on this contract is coz:wicte

and no other instances of undocumented changes affecting material ID

nu-,,bers or welders' ID numbers have been reported by NCR.

Su7maary

1. It is concluded that the contractor has successfully impleented a'!l

corrective action committed to as a result of this reportable deficicency.
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2. it is further concluded that BSIW has dcemonstrated to the satisfaction
of the 'TVA Chief, Quality Engineering Branch, foinacrly INA Chief 1r:aterials
Engineer, that incorrect or defective mraterials, parts, and ccrApon.:nts
have not been used. This assurance is in the fori.a of records supporting
the fabrication.

3. Shipment of all contract items has been completed.
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